ROSE SWANSON'S TAPE OF THE BOWERS' FIFTIETH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY, October 22, 1966.

1. Rose's announcement of the occasion.
2. Fritz Swanson on accordion, "Life in the Finnish Woods."
3. "... a schottische, ? "Hijiser Grapa" (sp.?)
4. "... "Hopp Rulandej." Known locally as the "Birch Lake Special."
5. The next bunch of numbers feature Fritz. "Bonde Kallas."
6. "Kys Waltz."
7. "Midsummer Waltz."
8. "La Cucaracha."
9. "... a schottische, "Johan Pa Snippen."
10. "Johan Pa Snippen."
13. "... Lordog's Vals.

George Dybedol sings for awhile.
14. "I've Got a Young Wife."
15. "Four Walls."
16. One of George's compositions: "Asking God to Hold My Hand."
17. "... in Swedish. Two guys out fishing, had to take a leak. They stood up to piss and filled the boat.
18. "Please Help Me I'm Falling in Love with You."
19. "You're the Nearest Thing to Heaven."

(END OF TAPE ONE)
22. "Let Me Call You Sweetheart."
23. "Cherry Menda" (misspelled Swedish title).
24. "Lordog's Vals."
ROSE SWANSON'S TAPE OF BEWERS' ANNIVERSARY (CONTINUED)

25. "My Wild Irish Rose"
26. the misspelled "Cherry Menda" again.
27. "Johann Pa Snippen."

THE TAPE ENDS)